


● Established in 2011

● We are a rapid importer of Pantone-matched and full color products 
made from scratch and delivered in 10 - 30 days, guaranteed.

● Industry leading creative services

● Exceptional customer service



YOUR BIGGEST 
RESOURCE!



We’re the experts
Since we first began in 2011, we’ve sold countless pairs of socks to 
satisfied clients (see our 100+ 5 star reviews on ESP and SAGE!)

Endless Customization
Endless customization is where Pop! Really excels. A single pair of 
socks can be customized a million different ways, giving you the ability 
to get business from all of your customers, regardless of industry.

Reliable Delivery
If your order isn't accurate or we miss your in-hands date, 
we'll remake it or refund you, guaranteed.

Creative Services
We stay on top of the hottest trends and our staff of 20+ artists are 
trained to provide amazing virtuals for you in 24 hours or less.

250 piece MOQs
Our 250 piece minimums across our entire sock line mean you can 
deliver retail-quality, premium promo for any client, no matter the size.



STOP
Worrying About 
Inventory Levels

● Reduced Inventory levels

● Inaccurate inventory counts

● Discontinuing products at 

record clip (challenges with 
program business)

● Unlimited Inventory

● We guarantee our production times 

irrespective of order quantity

● You can add Pop! Promos products 

to your next program without fear 
of it getting discontinued!

Other Suppliers



Our Top Product Categories
With 250 MOQs across our product line!

Glasses Winter Wearables LVL Vegan Leather



Holiday Gift Sets

Coordinate for a truly unique gifting opportunity!

Show them your true (brand) colors this 
holiday season with a host of products that 
you can mix or match for the perfect gift set!





Delivers in       Working Days28$40.03 (R) x 250 pcsStarting at 40.03

*Products on this flyer may show additional features or decoration not included in the base price. Production time may vary depending on order quantity. Contact your sales representative to confirm pricing & production time.

Winter Gift

34.85 33.85 32.45

Jacquard Beanie
This one size fits all winter wearable will keep you nice and warm and looking your best.

Please note: All products can be customized to meet your brand’s colors and aesthetics.

Don’t be caught in the cold!

Recycled Canvas Tote
Our innovative RPET Canvas is made with up to 15 water bottles’ worth of recycled 
post-consumer plastic, making it durable and eco-friendly.

Winter Scarf
Our high-quality scarves are made from thick acrylic, to create a warm & comfortable 
scarf that can showcase any brand.



Delivers in       Working Days33$29.18 (R) x 250 pcsStarting at 29.18

*Products on this flyer may show additional features or decoration not included in the base price. Production time may vary depending on order quantity. Contact your sales representative to confirm pricing & production time.

Cozy Bundle

20.22 18.58 17.64

Cable Knit Beanie
Our custom Cable Knit Beanies are made from scratch with your Pantone colors, 
so you can create a one-of-a-kind winter giveaway that suits your unique brand.

Please note: All products can be customized to meet your brand’s colors and aesthetics.

Bundle up with our most 
stylish winter wearables!

Dress Socks
Our #1 best seller for a reason! Knit-in designs in up to 6 colors, 3 PMS matched.

Touchscreen Gloves
Pop! Promos’ customizable glove collection includes three styles, Knit, Touchscreen, 
and Fingerless gloves.





VIRTUAL SERVICES
Let us help by designing amazing
virtuals for you in 24 hours.

Let’s Win New Business and 
Transform Existing Business!



If your order isn't accurate or we 
miss your in-hands date, we'll 
remake it or refund you, guaranteed.




